
=eLumen Pilot of Awesomeness!!!

Question / Comment /
Experience / Things to
change

Resolution / Plan / Contact Follow up

Can you change from private
to shared once the assessment
is created?

03/03/2021:
No, you would have to
recreate the assessment (NM)

How can Person A look up an
assessment Person B created?
(In order to collaborate.)

03/03/2021: Yes, it would
have to a shared assessment
which can be looked up in the
Assessment Library (NM)

Which assignments (from
Canvas) can we link to
eLumen? That is, when I tried
the button under “Import
Scores” (which reads LMS),
several assignments I have
created in my Canvas course
become available. But, it is
not all of them. I do not
understand why a mixed bag
of my assignments showed
up. Is there something I need
to do within the Canvas
assignment itself?

03/03/2021:  The reason why
it is a mixed bag, is that the
assignment needs to have a
rubric created in Canvas.
Otherwise, it will not include
assignments without a rubric
in the final scores. (NM)

Follow up to the (long)
question above, what does
“Rubric Mismatch” mean?
This comes up next to each
Canvas assignment visible in
eLumen.

03/03/2021: There is a rubric
attached to the assignment in
Canvas, however, the rubric
that was designed in eLumen
does not correlate with the
Canvas rubric. Must have an
SLO to link it to. (NM)

Marci, based on my
conversation with Heather,
this issue comes up a lot and
should be addressed in our
“How to” guide and videos.



(NM)

Reflection questions...how
to? Generic? Specific?

03/03/2021:  TBD by college
Can create a set reflection
template, departments can
create their own templates, or
they can be created for
individual assessments.

Private vs. Shared
assessments - how can we
turn private into a shared
assessment if desired?  Is this
a glitch that needs to be
fixed?

Can clone private
assessments and save the
cloned version to a shared
library.

Can request to remove the
option for “private”
assessments.

Can quizzes in canvas be
linked to eLumen?  How
would the rubric interact with
this?

SLO will be attached to the
entire quiz instead of
individual questions via
rubric. Rubric is in
SpeedGrader.

How will combined sections
impact data?  Combine data
from sections? Use excel?
Reflection questions will help
provide a holistic assessment
of the combined sections.

As long as outcomes are
shared across cross-listed
courses (Eng / Soc), with data
in eLumen--can run an SLO
report and that will pull the
data from both classes. e.g.
CSLO performance report
SP2020
Faculty performance
report--coordinators and data
stewards can pull.

Same department, same
assessments--can combine
data

I know the private vs. public
issue is unresolved, but can a
user select specific parties to
share with? Or is it only the
two? I only have experience
with eLumen Guided
Pathways.

Faculty view: The shared
library only includes your
department(s). Faculty cannot
share with other departments,
but data stewards can clone
assessments and change the
SLO’s to match a different
department.

Adding Outcomes to the
rubric also adds points--that
will mess up my grading, so
how can I use the Outcomes

Uncheck the box that says
“Use criterion for scoring”



without impacting grading /
scores? (RE: using Canvas
integration to assess CSLO’s
with eLumen)

Can we default to
“Assessments” instead of
“SLOS” on Assessment
landing page?

NO

Can Canvas initiate pushing
assessments to eLumen?

NO
This will be part of Canvas
next gen--the future looks
bright!! :)

My rubric has 10 items / rows
already...adding 9 CSLO’s
seems like overkill...

Philosophical discussion...tbc

Why use individual student
scores instead of overall
class?

REVISIT - let’s see what
pilot group thinks
What data do we want / need?
Curriculum Committee went
with simpler way

To collect data--???

To help me navigate, it would
be nice if the “courses” icon
was separated from the term.
At first, I thought it was only
a term function.

The assessment library
confused me because after
inputting my data, it did not
show it.  Then I realized there
was an icon in the lower right
side that defaulted to “shared
assessments”.  After clicking
“my private” assessments it
would show the data.  I
recommend that it default to
“all or my private”
assessments to make it easier
to find.

I would like more choices
under the “assessment type”



menu.  Besides major final
assessment, how about “final
exam” and “final grade”.  We
use that criteria in our
assessments and it’s unclear
what to presently call it in
Elemon.

Lastly, I handle the
assessments for my
part-timers.  This program
only illustrates my sections.
How do I input data from
another instructors section?
Is it capable under shared
assessments?

How does eLumen
communicate with the roster
in Canvas? For example,
when a student drops,
when/how is it updated in
eLumen? How does the
changes in student numbers
affect our assessment
throughout the course?

Having a way to rename the
assessment questions once
they are inputted without
deleting them would be
helpful.

An easier way to create the
assessments for those with
multiple sections is to create
one assessment. Then,
clone/add to all class sections.
This will make the reflection
write-up easier too because
only one set of questions will
need to be inputted for all
sections.



NEXT STEPS:
Make a tab on TLC website to house videos, how-to guides, etc.
Videos “How To”
Quiz-how to add outcomes
Individual assignments with or without existing rubrics: Outcomes video

Does creating a Canvas shell work for training?


